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BY HAND DELIVERY AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
The Honorable Toni N. Harp 
Mayor of New Haven 
165 Church Street, 
New Haven, Connecticut 06510 

Re: Violations of the Rights of ULA Demonstrators on Friday, November 20 

Dear Mayor Harp, 

I am writing to you as an attorney who cares a great deal about the First Amendment and who is 
also a friend to Unidad Latma en Accion (ULA). I find a number of aspects of the recent conduct of some 
New Haven Police Department (NHPD) officers to be constitutionally troubling as related to ULA's 
protests outside of Goodfellas Restaurant. This letter provides a brief legal analysis of six of my 
concerns. I hope that your office will remedy the situation immediately. 

As you know, ULA periodically protests wage theft by establishing picket lines, and ULA has 
done so outside of Goodfellas for the last five years or so, as well as outside other establishments. Early 
on, and around November 2010 to January 2011 in particular, there were free speech concerns as police 
did not properly enforce ordinances and statutes. However, the police quickly—and rationally—changed 
their approach to be constitutionally sound. The protesters, too, adopted internal checks to ensure that 
local ordinances were followed, that sidewalks were not blocked, that patrons could freely enter the 
restaurant. A decent status quo settled in, for a time. Gradually, that has since changed, culminating in 
the incident on November 20,2015. 

1. U L A members have a constitutional right to protest on the sidewalk 

There are several videos depicting events on November 20. Reviewing those, and closely 
reviewing one available at http://goo.gl/ib0B7y in particular, during the incident a member of ULA 
proclaims, "We are in our rights to be here." Several officers respond, "No you're not." The officers are 
wrong. Of course ULA has the right to use the sidewalk for their protest. 

A public sidewalk is a traditional public forum, which "occupies a special position in terms of 
First Amendment protection .. . ." United States v. Grace, 461 U.S. 171, 180 (1983) ("Sidewalks, of 
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course, are among those areas of public property that traditionally have been held open to the public for 
expressive activities" id., 179). 

Under a state constitutional analysis, ULA's claim is even stronger. It cannot seriously be argued 
that speech about a restaurant is incompatible with the use of a sidewalk outside of a restaurant. See State 
V. Linares, 232 Corm. 345, 377-87 (1995). Every restauranteur's awning tells us othemise. 

Finally, during the video, an officer inquires whether ULA has a permit. Some members of ULA 
indicate to me that officers asked this question gruffly, in a manner suggesting that one is needed. ULA 
does not need a pennit to conduct the protest in the manner that it did. Officers' terse inquiry suggesting 
state action without some kind of pennit constitutes an impermissible threat of retaliation, chilling speech. 

2. In contrast, there is no constitutional right to be unoffended by others when choosing to  
eat at a public establishment. 

In reviewing these videos, an officer explains the legal theory underlying the arrest of John Lugo: 
When I have people inside telling me that they can't enjoy their dinner, you've breached the peace. In 
addition, the New Haven Independent indicates that the police report states that: 

The complainant foimd the use of megaphones to be offensive due to he and his wife not being 
able to enjoy their evening in peace. The complainant explained that his wife felt uncomfortable 
exiting 702 State St. due to the protesters standing in fi-ont of the exit. 

This is not adequate justification to suppress speech rights. There is no constitutional right to be free 
from offensive or uncomfortable experiences. There is no constitutional right to eat at a public restaurant. 

The officers point to the use of amplifying devices—^more on that below—but in this context, it's 
clear that action was taken because of the content of ULA's speech—because the speech offended. 
Imagine that instead of criticizing the restaurant—and by implication, its patrons—^ULA played Franco 
Corelli and Mario Lanza while extolling the compassion of the restaurant owners and patrons. Or that 
they sang Holiday music. Same volume. Same action? I think not, and I believe a jury would agree. It is 
more likely than not that action was taken because of the content and viewpoint expressed, not because of 
the volume. 

At any rate, in choosing to leave home and to enter the public, we accept that individuals can 
subject us to their offensive ideas. As the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Cohen v. California, 403 
U.S. 15, 21 (1971), "[t]he ability of government, consonant with the Constitution, to shut off discourse 
solely to protect others from hearing it is .. . dependent upon a showing that substantial privacy interests 
are being invaded in an essentially intolerable manner." In Cohen, the court concluded there can be such 
a privacy interest in the home, but the same court refused to afford such a privacy interest to those in a 
public building. And if Cohen stands for anything, it is that mere offense is never enough to limit the 
freedom of speech. See also Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443 (2011). The burden is normally on viewers 
to avert their eyes from what offends them. Erznozniky. Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, 210-11 (1975). 

Here, anyone who complained chose to frequent Goodfellas—a restaurant where protests have 
been going on periodically for some five years. This is not a captive audience— n̂o one forced offended 
patrons to stay, and this was not some unwanted noise impermissibly blaring into a home. Although the 
patron's irritation is understandable, patrons do not have a constitutional right to have dinner at 
Goodfellas unoffended by the constitutionally protected speech emanating from the public sidewalk. 
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3. ULA members have a constitutional right to protest anonymously. 

In the aforementioned video, officers are seen insisting on taking I.D.s over the protestations of 
ULA members. Because there may be facts I camiot see in the video, I must qualify my response—but 
the officers are probably wrong. 

The right to anonymous speech is constitutional. See Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960); 
N.A.A.C.P. V. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958). As the U.S. Supreme Court points out in Talley v. 
California, 362 U.S. 60, 64-65 (1960), anonymous speech has played a valuable role throughout the 
development of humanity. Across the ages, many persecuted groups have been able to criticize 
oppression only through anonymity. With respect to our country in particular, a number of colonial 
patriots had to write under pseudonyms. Even gi'eat documents like the Federalist Papers were published 
under fictitious names. 

The present situation is no different. Here, a tremendously vulnerable population is criticizing 
those who steal wages from them and moving others to support their cause. For some of them, anonymity 
is vital to their ability to deliver their message. 

Unlike some states, Connecticut does not have a law compelling the production of identification 
documents upon request. Even i f it did, however, such a demand would be unconstitutional in this 
context, as applied, i f the request was not the least speech restrictive alternative, and absolutely necessary 
to advance a compelling state interest. I do not have all the facts, but it is difficult to fathom how the 
requests here satisfy such a test, particularly when past practices for years have not required such a 
request in response to protests. Is everyone being investigated for disorderly conduct? Really? 

Or is this kind of practice done to enable police to exert control over a situation and to gather 
information at a scene, as officers are generally trained to do? As a default approach, this would be a 
proper purpose. But a different calculus is necessary when the liberty to protest anonymously is so 
plainly implicated. The defauh approach is efficient, but not carefully calculated to be the least speech 
restrictive alternative available that is absolutely necessary to advance a compelling interest. 

4. U L A parents have two constitutional rights to bring their children to the protests. 

It is common for members of ULA to bring then children to these protests. Some members of 
ULA describe to me how some officers are making alarming comments about the presence of these 
children at the protests. Apparently, officers have directly and indirectly suggested that bringing children 
to these events endangers the wellbeing of the children. I suppose the concern is for physical safety, 
although the protests have always been peaceful. Members of ULA have candidly expressed to me their 
fear—gravely serious for these individuals—that police may report them to the department of children 
and families for endangering the welfare of their children. 

Presenting working families to the public is part of the message ULA wishes to convey at its 
demonstrations. Furthennore, the presence of children shapes the tone of the protests to match ULAs 
message. Moreover, these ULA parents are choosing to direct the upbringing of their children by 
affecting them with a practical sense of civic engagement. So this police conduct touches not only the 
First Amendment, but also the Due Process right to direct the upbringing of one's children. See Pierce v. 
Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus & Mary, 268 U.S. 510, 534-35 (1925). Police, acting in 
their official capacities, cannot chill the lawful exercise of these rights. 
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This is not to say the police as individuals cannot have opinions and cannot express them. But 
there is a difference between speaking as a private individual and speaking as a government official. See 
Backpage.com v. Dart, Order, case no. 15-3047, doc. no. 51, at 7, 10-12 (November 30, 2015). In 
addition to chilling these parents from directing the upbringing of their children, the suggestions of 
possible enforcement against those who bring their children to protests acts as an informal prior restraint 
on speech. See Bantam Books v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 (1963). It curtails the presentation of working 
families as part of ULA's message. 

5. Without more, the use of amplifiers does not violate §§ 53a-181, 53a-182 

On November 20, 2015, John Lugo was charged with disorderly conduct, and in the video 
discussed above, officers allege violations of breach of peace. (The first section of the statutes are almost 
identical, so the analysis is essentially the same.) Police cite the use of amplification devices as 
justification. But no reasonable officer, properly trained in the meaning of the statutes as interpreted for 
more than 20 years, could think that the use of the sound amplifiers here violated these statutes. 

In the New Haven Independent, police spokesman David Hartman quotes from the statutes. He is 
quoting text that our Supreme Court declared facially unconstitutional in State v. Indrisano, 228 Conn. 
795 (1994). Given his station, I infer that his construction is shared by other members of the department. 
The court recognized that this language as written impermissibly infringes on speech rights. To save the 
statute, the language is interpreted narrowly. Among other things, our Supreme Court constnies 
"offensive or disorderly conduct, [which] annoys or interferes with another person" to mean "conduct that 
is grossly offensive, under contemporary community standards, to a person who actually overhears or 
sees it, [which] disturbs or impedes the lawful activity of that person." Id., 818-19; see also id., 815-20 
(concerning narrow state of mind requirements). This has been well established law for more than two 
decades. 

ULA has been using bullhorns and sound amplifiers for years. If this is the first such complaint, 
there is no way any reasonable officer could understand the use of sound amplifiers as they have been 
used for years to be "grossly offensive, under contemporary community standards." FurtheiTnore, there is 
nothing to suggest that the sound violates any of New Haven's extensive sound ordinances, which specify 
acceptable decibel levels according to time and zoning. 

I stress that I do not blame the individual officers for their misunderstanding. I blame those who 
failed to train them. 

6. From the footage available, the officer appears to unnecessarily escalate the situation. 

In the video, discussed above, an officer lays hands on Lugo without warning, to which Lugo 
draws back. The officer persists to paw at Lugo, and the situation escalates into a fiill restraint. It is not 
clear why the officer needed to lay hands on Lugo initially, or why the use of force was called for. There 
is no reason to believe that i f Lugo were ordered to surrender himself peacefully that he would not have 
complied—^with vocal complaints, to be sure, but compliance nonetheless. The protests, which have gone 
on for years, have been nothing but peaceful. There are children present. Such an escalation just not 
consistent with best practices. 

I am not second guessing the paU-olman mind you. He is probably conductmg himself in a 
maimer that he has been trained—^formally trained or informally coopted into culturally. Again, I see an 
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administrative failure. I see a lieutenant, captain, chief, and academy that failed to prepare the officer for 
this moment. 

7. Thankfully, the officers respect the right to record police. 

The right of individuals to capture video of police conduct is of personal importance to me. See 
30 Quinnipiac Law Review 385 (2012). Durmg the incident, an officer orders individuals to step some 
ten feet away—certainly a reasonable distance for safety—^while conducting their investigation. But the 
officer also specifically clarifies that the individuals can use their cameras. This is a salutaiy moment 
during the troubling incident, and I genuinely commend this officer whose conduct I have otherwise been 
critical of. 

The moment is also important to me because it suggests that this officer is doing the best he 
knows how. The deficiencies I identify are not with him, but with the administrative structures that failed 
to give him adequate guidance. 

CONCLUSION 

I am writing to you. Mayor Harp, because although street-level officers carried out the violations, 
the failures I see are with people who sit above street level. That is where change needs to begin. Like 
the ULA protesters on the other side of the picket line, I believe that generally, the officers whose conduct 
I have criticized are just Joe Lunchbox types, trying to do the best they can. 

I am also writing to you because I believe litigation is the wo?-st tool to effect a change. Litigation 
is a costly and clumsy tool, and I am not sure a whack-a-mole strategy litigating individual cases is sound. 
The response of your office, however, will determine whether litigation the only tool available. 

/MKC 

Cc: Dean Esserman, Chief of Police 
Diane Polan, Esq. 
John Rose Jr., Esq. 
Unidad Latina en Accion, New Haven 


